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ABSTRACT
The reporting of phishing emails is crucial for organizations to
detect phishing attacks that are getting ever more sophisticated.
Despite extensive research on how the sophistication of a phishing
attack affects detection rates, there is little to no research about the
relationship between the sophistication of a phishing attack and
the associated reporting rate. In this work, we perform a controlled
experiment with 446 subjects with eight experiment conditions to
evaluate how the reporting rate is linked to the sophistication of a
phishing email and its detection rate. Each experiment condition
is a phishing email composed of different levels of sophistication
based on four factors: ‘Technical’, ‘Contextual’, ‘Language and Tone’
and ‘Layout’. Our results show that the reporting rate decreases
as the sophistication of the attack increases without any evidence
of inflection points and that around half of the people has an in-
tention to report an email given that one detects the phishing mail.
However, the group intending to report an email is not a subset of
the group detecting a phishing email, suggesting that reporting is
still a concept misunderstood by many.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Phishing.

KEYWORDS
phishing, reporting, controlled experiment

1 INTRODUCTION
Phishing attacks continues to become more sophisticated than
ever. Cybercriminals gather more information about the victim, to
craft highly targeted and personalized emails to deceive one into
handing over their credentials or executing a payment towards
the attacker [12]. While the sophistication of phishing attacks in-
creases, there seems to be no sign a decrease of the frequency of
such attacks. About 70% of cyberattacks use some sort of social
engineering within their process [12] and 43% of data breaches
in the last few years involved phishing techniques [26]. Despite
the high frequency of phishing attacks, countermeasures against
highly sophisticated attacks are limited [1]. More specifically, exist-
ing technical solutions such as network monitoring and filtering or
protective technologies do not work as effectively against more so-
phisticated attacks [1], creating a need to rely on humans to detect
phishing emails [4]. However, individuals being able to detect phish-
ing emails would only solve part of the problem. Individuals need
to notify relevant departments within their organization about the
existence of phishing campaigns using some reporting mechanism
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such that the relevant department knows about the attack, and can
act accordingly. Despite the importance of the concept of reporting
in the context of phishing, the change in reporting behavior with
respect to the sophistication of an attack is relatively unexplored.
Additionally, from past work it is unclear what the relationship is
between an individual detecting a phishing email and deciding to
report the email.

This work investigates the relationship between the level of
sophistication of a phishing attack and the reporting rate of the
phishing email used in such attack. For this, we devise a frame-
work to define sophistication in quantifiable means. Additionally,
compare the group of individuals who decide to report a phishing
email with individuals who detect the same email, to get a clearer
understanding of the ’reporting group’. To achieve these two aims,
we perform a controlled experiment with 446 subjects through
Amazon Mechnical Turk. In the controlled experiment, the respon-
dents read one of the many possible emails with different levels of
sophistication, and are asked to answer questions about reporting
and detection of that email.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents background information on what defines a sophistication
of a phishing email and on the concept of reporting and discusses
related work. Then, the research questions of this paper are pre-
sented in Section 3 and Section 4 explains the methodology used
to answer those research questions. Section 5 provides the results
of our experiment and Section 6 discusses our findings. Finally,
Section 7 provides conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Sophistication in the context of phishing has different meanings
across different literature. Sophistication of a phishing email can
refer to how much money the attacker has spent, how well the
email could avoid blacklisting [14], or even whether the phishing
attack makes use of an malware or not [10]. In this work, we are in-
terested in how well the email is tailored to the target and therefore
in this paper we use the terms believability and level of sophistica-
tion interchangeably to refer to the same concept. A multitude of
aspects that influence the detection of phishing emails have been
substantially studied in previous studies. These aspects can make an
email more or less believable for the target and increase or decrease
the level of sophistication in phishing attacks.

There is a plethora of different ‘cues’ that increase the suspi-
cion of a phishing email for the victim and thus decrease the be-
lievability of a phishing email [20, 22]. Commonly seen ‘cues’ in
less sophisticated phishing emails include spelling mistakes or bad
grammar[15, 22, 27] and spoofed links [9, 22]. In addition, usage of
spoofed sender names and domain are common practice for phish-
ers [15] and email recipients who pay greater attention to sender
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Table 1: The Four Factors of Phishing Sophistication

Factors Definition

Technical (T) [15, 27] The technical specifications of the email
such as the sender name and domain.

Contextual (C) [5, 8, 22] The phishing mail’s semantics w.r.t the
pretext of the victim.

Language and Tone (Lg)
[15, 22, 27]

The use of appropriate language and
tone with respect to the context of the
victim.

Layout (Ly) [22, 29] The degree in which the visual aspects
closely resembles what the victim would
expect from a non-phishing mail in their
context.

addresses are more likely to detect a phishing email [27]. This sug-
gests that the utilization of spoofed sender names may increase the
sophistication of a phishing attack. Moreover, visual cues such as
usage of logos or conventional formatting of emails influence the
believability of a phishing email [22]. A realistic and accurate visual
design increases the user’s trust towards the email and increases
its persuasiveness [29]. In an extreme case, a study showed that
two similar phishing emails, one with an authentic design and one
without had a response rate of 47% and 19% respectively [29].

Additionally to the deployment of ’cues’ in phishing emails,
previous work include studies [5, 25, 30] implementing the cogni-
tive vulnerabilities identified by Cialdini, namely Authority, Liking,
Scarcity, Consistency, Social Proof and Reciprocity [6]. The six cog-
nitive vulnerabilities can be used to increase the persuasiveness of
a phishing email [30]. However the effect of implementing these
cognitive vulnerabilities seem to differ greatly between studies.
Additionally, different cognitive vulnerabilities show vastly differ-
ent results with respect to the click rate of a phishing email [5].
Moreover, the direction to which the believability changes seem to
be crucially dependent on the context and the environment of the
potential victim. As an example, in a study implementing Authority
via adding contact information had opposite effects on two samples
working for different institutions [5].

On this same line, Greene et al. further stress the importance of
context and premise alignment for phishing mails [8]. Their work
shows that an individual’s professional context influences the way
one looks at a phishing email. More specifically, if the premise of the
phishing email aligns with an individual’s context, the individual
is more likely to focus on the aspects that make the phishing email
believable and ignore suspicious cues that may indicate a phishing
attack. Conversely, if the email does not fit the context of the re-
cipient, the recipient is more likely to focus on the suspicious cues.
Since premise alignment determines how much effect the existence
of cues or usage of cognitive vulnerabilities have, it can potentially
be one of if not the most important factor in determining the level of
sophistication of a phishing email. Overall, the literature identifies
four factors that can influence the believability of a phishing email;
these are summarized in Table 1.

Next to phishing detection, phishing reporting is a relatively new
mechanism studied in the literature. Reporting phishing emails in

an organizational context may allow IT personnel of the organiza-
tion to detect an ongoing phishing attack earlier [1, 11]. This may
allow the organization to warn other employees and deploy any
additional countermeasures in a timely manner [11]. Such timely
response is crucial in mitigating the impacts of large scale phishing
campaigns considering that most of the victims will appear in the
first few hours [5] from the start of the campaign. Unfortunately,
reporting rates seem to be drastically lower than detection rates,
potentially because there is a plethora of incentives for recipients
to not report phishing emails such as but not limited to: fear of
the negative consequences of misreporting [11], distrust in the
capabilities of the IT department [11] and an unclear reporting
mechanism [21]. Conversely, cases have been reported where a
subject had the intention to report an email to verify if the email is
legitimate without necessary having the belief that the email was
a phishing email [4]. Despite the substantial research in phishing
mails using click rate or response rate as metrics, there is still little
work where reporting rate is used as a metric while reporting is of
high importance for organizations targeted by a phishing campaign.
Importantly, the link between the features of the attack in terms of
its believability and the chances that an email is reported is not yet
evaluated in the extant literature.
Research Gap The overall literature review suggests that no clear
relationship between reporting behavior and the level of sophistica-
tion of phishing emails has been well defined in past literature. Un-
derstanding such relationship, can drive future research to develop
more effective measures for phishing response and containment by
better employing reporting mechanisms for phishing emails.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

Problem statement. From this point onward, we refer to sophisti-
cation and believability of a phishing email, as believability only.
The literature suggests that the relationship between user behaviour
and the believability of a phishing email is multifaceted and not
straightforward; for example, Burda et al. [5] showed that additional
contextual information added to an attack may be counterproduc-
tive for the attacker depending on the environment in which the
attack is deployed. Considering phishing reporting specifically, to
date it is unclear what the relationship is between attack features in
terms of believability of the attack, and a user’s decision to report it
or not. For example, a group of users may only report if they feel the
need to verify the legitimacy of an email. Therefore, such groups
may not report ’obvious’ phishing emails as they may believe that
such phishing emails are so obvious that there is no need to person-
ally verify those emails to check its legitimacy. If this is the case,
one would observe a complex relationship between the (increasing)
believability of a phishing mail, and the likelihood of reporting:
for example, the number of people reporting an email may decline
slower or even rise as the believability of a phishing email increases,
because a group feels the need to verify the legitimacy of the email
at that level of believability.
Research question. Considering the above problem statement
and the research gap, we pose the following research question:

To what extent does the believability of a phishing email
affect the detection and reporting rates of that email?
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To answer this question, we formulate the following four sub re-
search questions:

• RQ1: What is the effect of the email features listed in Table 1
on the believability of an email?

• RQ2: What is the relation between the believability of a
phishing email and its detection rate?

• RQ3: What is the relation between the believability of a
phishing email and its reporting rate?

• RQ4: How does detection of a phishing email by the target
affect the reporting rate?

4 METHODOLOGY
Overview of method. To investigate the correlation between the
believability of an email and its reporting rate, we design and run
a controlled experiment in which subjects answer questions by
means of a questionnaire about their willingness and rationale
to report or not report specific (phishing) emails. Each question-
naire shows the user an email that the subject must read before
providing their answers to the questions. Subjects are randomly
assigned to an experiment condition in the controlled experiment.
We devise eight experiment conditions by means of a (24−1) frac-
tional factorial design, each implementing different combinations
of techniques at increasing the believability of the email, based
on the literature review summarized in Table 1. We evaluate the
believability of each experiment condition using control questions.
The control questions measures how well each technique of Table 1
have been implemented. The exact technique we use to evaluate
the believability can be found in Section 4.5.

4.1 Experimental subjects
We conducted the experiment on AmazonMechanical Turk [3] with
a sample size of 446 subjects. Within Amazon Mechanical Turk, we
have only selected U.S residents as subjects for two reasons. First
and foremost, the content of the crafted phishing email is tailored
towards U.S residents (see 4.2), making the phishing email poten-
tially less effective when presented outside that context. Secondly,
U.S respondents for Amazon Mechanical Turk tend to be quite rep-
resentative of the U.S population for the purposes of security and
privacy questionnaires [18], while it may not necessary be the case
that global respondents are representative of the global population.

Additionally, we imposed a constraint on the subjects that they
need more than 1000 HITs approved and a HIT approval rate of 98%
or greater. HIT is a term used by Amazon Mechnical Turk to refer
to any single, self-contained virtual task that a MTurk worker can
do on the platform. We imposed such constraints such that we only
recruit subjects who have a reputation of being trustworthy within
MTurk as they have shown that they have completed tasks on the
platform previously. Furthermore, by only recruiting individuals
with an experience on MTurk, we increase the likelihood that our
subjects will be familiar with the interface and process of filling in
a questionnaire linked to MTurk.

After the subjects filled in the questionnaire, any results from
questionnaires that we could not trace the identity to a MTurk
account has been removed from the data set. This ensures that
double entries from a single person are not counted, as it would add
a bias towards our data. Additionally, all subjects who completed

the survey within 90 seconds have been rejected and removed
from the experiment, as we deemed it impossible to fill in the
questionnaire seriously within that time frame 1. Last but not least,
any subjects who answered unintelligibly, in the open questions
(see Section 4.4) has been removed from the data set as well. We
took lenient approach towards what is considered intelligible, and
only replies consisting of pseudo random strings, or words without
any relation to the questionnaire ordered in an incomprehensible
manner are removed from the data set.

4.2 Experiment Conditions
For the purposes of this experiment, we consider the treatment
factors outlined in Table 1 as booleans, i.e. a feature which the email
may or may not have. Each feature can have a level ofℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ, meaning
that it is implemented, or 𝑙𝑜𝑤 , meaning that it is not implemented.
For example, an email can have the value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ for technical while
𝑙𝑜𝑤 for context, layout, and language. In this case the phishing email
would mimic the technical aspects of the sender it is attempting
to imitate, while its use of language and the visual aspects do not
represent what an original email would have looked like in the
specific context. Furthermore, these factors are also assumed to be
independent from each other. In other words, implementing one
of the factors in a phishing email should not influence the impact
of another implemented (or not implemented) factor in that email.
We discuss limitations introduced by this assumption in Section 6.1
and 6.2.

From this section onwards, phishing emails used in this experi-
ment are referred to with combinations of abbreviations introduced
in Table 1. The presence of an abbreviation implies that the cor-
responding factor’s value is ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and consequentially the absence
of an abbreviation implies that the value of that factor is 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . As
an example, an email which has values ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ for technical (T) and
layout (Lg) is referred to as TLg. An email which has value 𝑙𝑜𝑤 for
all factors is referred to as None.

Implementing all possible variations with four binary variables
would require the creation of sixteen experimental conditions,
which would prove difficult to manage both for the experiment
design and implementation, and for the recruitment of enough
subjects to obtain statistically valid insights on the investigated
phenomenon. To mitigate this, we employ a 24−1 fractional factorial
design [13] such that only eight experiment conditions are needed.
The experiment conditions consists of all phishing emails with two
factors having the value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and two factors having the value 𝑙𝑜𝑤
(six different emails in total), an email where all factors have the
value 𝑙𝑜𝑤 and an email where all factors have the value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. Our
experiment conditions are therefore: None, TC, TLg, TLy, CLg, CLy,
LgLy and TCLgLy.

4.3 Phishing pretext
As our experiment is conducted on Amazon Mechnical Turk, we
use a previously sent email from Amazon Mechnical Turk [23] to
model a baseline phishing email. This ensures that our respondents
are somewhat familiar with the context of the email. The baseline
email can be seen in Figure 1. We modified the email to update
dates such that those corresponded with the time frame in which
1The expected completion time of the survey is 5 minutes.
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Figure 1: The baseline phishing email used in the experiment
(TCLgLy)

Figure 2: The email after applying all treatments to remove
the presence of all four factors (None)

the experiment was conducted and to introduce a hyperlink in the
email such that the email was asking the user to take a specific
action. The latter is important to mimic a phishing email which
often asks the respondent to do an action rather than only reading
the email [28].

We use this baseline email as the most ‘believable’ one (i.e.,
TCLgLy) as it is the least modified version from the original Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk email. To reproduce the other experimental
conditions, we will then remove each feature accordingly moving
the implementation of each factor from ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ (the baseline email)
to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 (the treatment condition). An overview of modifications is
provided in Table 2.

A phishing email where all these treatments are implemented
(None) can be seen in Figure 2. Additionally, each separate treatment
is reported in Table 7 in the appendix.

4.4 User Questionnaire
After being randomly assigned to an experimental condition (and
therefore an email), each subject is asked a set of questions. There
are three purposes to this questionnaire: 1) to collect data to mea-
sure the detection and reporting rate of the experiment conditions;
2) to measure how well the four relevant factors have been imple-
mented in the experiment conditions; 3) to explore the rationale of
why individuals may or may not report or detect an email. Before
receiving answering the set of questions, the subjects were notified
what ’reporting’ refers to in the context of phishing attacks.

The exact wording of the questions used in the questionnaire is
reported below, together with its purpose, in brackets:𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 denotes
the first purpose of data collection, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 denotes the second
purpose of checking the implementation of a factor and 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑒
denotes the third purpose of gathering rationale for reporting and
detection behavior. Furthermore, conditional questions are marked
with a letter after the question number and only appear depending
on the response in the question before. The requirements to trigger
a conditional question is specified in italics after the question. The

three conditional questions are open or semi-open (multiple choice
with an option to answer the question as an open question) such
that we do not restrict the respondents in their rationale related
to their reporting behavior while all other questions are multiple
choice questions.

1 Email users may choose to either report or not report for
various reasons. How likely are you to report this email to
Amazon? (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎)

2 Conditional Questions
2𝑎 What are the main reasons why you are not likely to re-

port this email? (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑒)
(Condition: respondent answers Neutral, Unlikely or Ex-
tremely Unlikely for question 1.)

2𝑏 What are the main reasons why you are likely to report
this email? (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑒)
(Condition: respondent answers Likely or Extremely likely
for question 1.)

3 If you received this email in your inbox, how likely would
you be to believe that the email is a legitimate communica-
tion from Amazon Mechanical Turk? (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎)

4 Conditional Question.
4𝑎 What aspects of the email make you think that Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk is not likely to have sent it to you?
(𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑒)
(Condition: respondent answers Neutral, Unlikely or Ex-
tremely Unlikely for question 3.)

5 If you received this email in your inbox, how likely would
you be to believe that the sender’s email address is a legiti-
mate email address of Amazon Mechanical Turk? (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 )

6 If you received this email in your inbox, how likely would
you be to believe that the message the email communicates
is credibly from Amazon Mechanical Turk? (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 )

7 How well does the used language and tone of the email
above match any previous email you received from Amazon
Mechanical Turk? (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 )

8 The layout of an email refers to the visual elements of the
email such as logos, and line and paragraph spacing. How
well does the layout of the email above match any previ-
ous email you received from Amazon Mechanical Turk?
(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 )

We reduced ambiguity in the interpretation of the questions by
the subjects by running two question review rounds: in the first
round, relevant literature [7, 17] was consulted to minimize the
common ‘pitfalls’ in questionnaire wording. In addition to ambi-
guity, some questions such as question 1 may also be subject to
desirability bias [17] as reporting a potential phishing email may be
considered a socially desirable action.2 In the second review round,
the preliminary questions were discussed with multiple individuals,
including a native English speaker to reduce the ambiguity and
streamline the questions wording. After two rounds of discussion,
the wording of the questions was finalized.

2To mitigate this, two countermeasures were employed in question 1: firstly, it starts
with a statement indicating that both reporting and not reporting are acceptable [17] .
Secondly, as suggested in [17, 19] ’not report’ is shown in bold to balance the question
and makes the respondent less hesitant to indicate that they would not report an email.
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Table 2: Modifications to the baseline email to implement the experimental conditions

Factor Modification to the baseline email (TCLgLy)

Technical The sender address is modified from mturk-noreply@amazon.com to mtruk-noreply@gmail.com, a fake email
address which uses the Gmail domain, a domain that is relatively easy to obtain and a misspelled sender name.
Additionally, the display name changes from “Mechanical Turk” to “MTurk”, a commonly used shorthand notation
of Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Contextual Any mentions that the email is announcing a new feature is removed, and existing features are announced in the
email. Furthermore, any indication of time with respect to when the new feature should be available is removed
to make the email more generic and less specific to the context of the person.

Language Several words and phrases commonly used in emails by Amazon Mechanical Turk is replaced with more informal
alternatives. As an example, the iconic phrase “Greetings from Amazon Mechanical Turk” present in most
emails sent by Amazon Mechanical Turk is replaced with the generic informal greeting: “Hi”. Additionally, some
exclamation marks are added to sentences where normally no exclamation would be used in the context of
Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Layout Incoherent paragraph spacing are implemented and pseudo-random line spacing have been added between
words within sentences. Furthermore, the font sizes of some words are increased from 10.5 to 11.

Response scales and interpretation.We use a five-point Likert
scale for questions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8. To minimize ambiguity in the
responses, we rely on [17, 24] to choose our wording for the Likert
scales. Considering survey ethics [17], additional to the five-point
Likert scales, subjects have the option to answer ’Don’t Know’. All
responses to questions with Likert Scales are interpreted in a binary
fashion. The binary interpretation of the Likert scale is done as
otherwise there might be insufficient sample size for each response
to analyze the data in a meaningful manner considering the lim-
ited size of the total number of subjects. When a subject answers
’Likely’ or ’Extremely Likely’ to a question (or its relevant alterna-
tive wording if a different wording is used for the Likert scale in
that specific question), the response is considered to be a positive
response. For example for question 1, if a respondent answers that
they are ’Likely’ to report an email, we consider the respondent
to have an intent to report the email presented in the question-
naire. When any other answer than ’Likely’, ’Extremely Likely’ or
’Don’t Know’ is given (or again any of the relevant alternatives), we
consider the response to be a negative response. Responses which
answered ’Don’t Know’ in one or multiple questions are unused
for parts of the data analysis where the response of that question is
considered crucial.

4.5 Believability Model
To approximate the relative level of believability while using the
four factors introduced in Section 2 and summarized in Table 1, we
observe that the believability should increase the more the email
is believable, i.e. the more the reader considers the information
provided therein as credibly from the source (in our case, Amazon
MTurk). We therefore estimate how believable a phishing email
may be based on the credibility expressed by the MTurk users of
our implementation of each of the four factors. In other words, we
use the results from the control questions to estimate the believ-
ability of a given email. To achieve this, for each factor we divide
the experiment conditions into two groups. One with value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
for a specific factor and the other group with the value 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . Then
for each group we count the number of subjects who have given

a positive response or a negative response (as defined above) for
the relevant control question. Based on these counts we estimate
the odds ratio (OR) of a positive response, which we identify as
an indication that the treatment increases the believability of the
email. Consider the following hypothetical scenario. In total 10
respondents have answered ’Likely’ or ’Extremely Likely’ for ques-
tion 5 in the questionnaire while reading an email with T on value
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. Meanwhile 5 respondents answered ’Neutral’, ’Unlikely’ or
’Extremely Unlikely’ for the same question. From the group of peo-
ple who read an email with T on value 𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 6 answered ’Likely’
or ’Extremely Likely’ and 12 respondents answered otherwise. In
this case, 𝑂𝑅𝑇 = (10/5)/(6/12) = 4. Using the estimate for all
ORs for each factor, we will then estimate a ’believability index’
for a phishing email by linearly combining all factors identified in
Table 1:

𝐵 = 𝑂𝑅𝑇𝑇 +𝑂𝑅𝐶𝐶 +𝑂𝑅𝐿𝑔𝐿𝑔 +𝑂𝑅𝐿𝑦𝐿𝑦
where 𝐵 denotes the believably index (hereafter, believability) of a
phishing mail, 𝑂𝑅𝑥 denotes the OR for factor 𝑥 ∈ 𝑇,𝐶, 𝐿𝑔, 𝐿𝑦; each
factor is identified as the corresponding binary variable for taking
value of 1 when present (i.e., ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) and 0 otherwise (i.e., 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ).

4.6 Evaluating Effects on Reporting
To isolate the effects per factor given the users’ belief that the
email is legitimage, we obtain ORs by counting occurrences of four
different outcomes, as summarized in the figure below: As there are
eight experiment conditions, we have eight 2x2 matrix with those
counts for the relevant responses.

To isolate the effects we rely on our fractional factorial experi-
ment design; for each factor we separate the eight count matrices
into two groups: a group of four matrices with counts of experi-
ment conditions with that specific factor ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and another with
𝑙𝑜𝑤 . Then, we calculate the respective mean of the number of sub-
jects that had the same experiment outcome for each group. We
estimate effect significance on the OR estimation by using Fisher’s
Exact Test. We consider significance level 𝛼 < 0.05 as statistically
significant.
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Figure 3: An example on how the counts where organized
per experiment condition. A, B, C, D are all counts and thus
positive integers.

4.7 Ethical Aspects
This research was executed under ethical approval from our insti-
tution’s ERB under file ERB2020MCS13.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Evaluation of email believability (RQ1)
Table 3 shows the odds ratio estimate of the probability of a posi-
tive response to the control questions (questions 5 to 8). An odds
ratio greater than one indicates that the probability of a positive
response to the corresponding control question increases when the
corresponding factor is changed from 𝑙𝑜𝑤 to ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. Conversely, an
odds ratio less than one indicates that the probability of a positive
response decreases when the corresponding factor is changed from
𝑙𝑜𝑤 to ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. Firstly, we notice that all factors have an odds ratio
above 1 and that all factors except C have a p-value smaller than
0.05, indicating that there is a significant difference in the distribu-
tion of positive responses across the experiment conditions. This
suggests that the factors T, Lg and Ly are implemented in such a
way that the implementation noticeably increases the probability
that a responded would find the respective treatment implementa-
tion credible, and therefore increase the believability of the email.
The treatment implementation is especially credible for factor T,
where the odds ratio is the highest with 3.98. The implementation
is less noticeable for Lg and Ly where the odds ratio is lower than
that of Technical with 1.88 and 1.79 respectively.

Under the assumptions described in Section 4.5, we can then
identify the effect sizes of each factor on the overall ‘believability’
of an email, namely:

𝐵 = 3.98𝑇 + 1.08𝐶 + 1.88𝑏𝐿𝑔 + 1.79𝐿𝑦
Figure 4 shows the theoretical believably for our eight experi-

ment conditions calculated from the equation given in Section 4.5.
The confidence intervals have been estimated by assuming that the
logarithm of the odds ratio shown in Table 3 is normally distributed.
Based on this assumed distribution, we sampled 10000 values for
each factor. For this we used the empirically estimated odds ratio for
each factor as the mean and we calculated the standard deviation
based on the confidence interval of the estimated odds ratio for

Table 3: OR Estimate with p-value for the Control Questions

Factor Odds Ratio Confidence Interval p-value

Technical 3.98 [2.62, 6.11] < 0.001
Contextual 1.08 [0.73, 1.61] 0.37
Language & Tone 1.88 [1.21, 2.94] < 0.001
Layout 1.79 [1.19, 2.69] < 0.001

Figure 4: Theoretical Believability for each Possible Factor
Combination

Table 4: Response Count for Believing the Legitimacy of the
Email
The largest count for each row are shown in bold. Additionally,
subjectswho responded ’Don’t Know’ for question 3 are not displayed
in this table.

Email Subjects Legitimate(%) Not Legitimate(%)

None 61 30(49.2) 31(50.8)
TC 59 42(71.2) 17(28.8)
TLg 59 44(74.6) 15(25.4)
TLy 73 55(75.3) 18(24.7)
CLg 53 26(49.1) 27(50.9)
CLy 48 22(45.8) 26(54.2)
LgLy 39 17(43.6) 22(56.4)
TCLgLy 50 42(84.0) 8(16.0)
Total 442 278(62.9) 164(37.1)

each factor. Using the samples, we calculate the confidence interval
from the respective linear combinations needed to calculate the
believability for each email. Figure 4 shows that all emails with T
having the value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ have a higher theoretical believability com-
pared to any emails where T has the value 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . This means that
the within this model the factor T has a significant contribution in
defining the believability of a phishing email.

5.2 Analysis of Detection Rates (RQ2)
Table 4 shows the response count for question 3 for each experi-
ment condition, or in other words the number of respondents who
believe their email to be, respectively, a legitimate or not legitimate
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Table 5: Odds Ratio of Reporting and Believing Legitimacy Count for Each Factor
p-values under 0.05 are shown in bold.

5a: Believing Legitmacy (𝐿) 5b: Reporting (𝑅) 5c: 𝑅 |𝐿 5d: 𝑅 |¬𝐿

Factor OR CI p-value OR CI p-value OR CI p-value OR CI p-value

Technical 0.29 [0.12, 0.69] 0.002 2.77 [1.14, 7.01] 0.011 2.70 [0.67, 11.37] 0.117 1.42 [0.34, 6.12] 0.749
Contextual 1.02 [0.44, 2.35] 0.597 1.10 [0.46, 2.66] 0.490 0.87 [0.23, 3.33] 1.000 1.42 [0.37, 5.52] 0.763
Language and Tone 0.90 [0.39, 2.09] 0.474 1.38 [0.57, 3.40] 0.279 2.23 [0.54, 11.03] 0.237 0.90 [0.23, 3.53] 1.000
Layout 0.88 [0.38, 2.02] 0.442 1.10 [0.46, 2.66] 0.490 0.80 [0.20, 3.18] 0.767 1.43 [0.36, 5.81] 0.757

Figure 5: Relationship between {P(R),P( ¬ L),P(R|¬ L),P(R|L)} and the Believability of an Email

email from MTurk. We consider respondents who believe that their
email is not a legitimate email from MTurk to have detected the
email as a phishing email. Conversely, respondents who believe
the email to be legitimate are considered to not have detected the
phishing email. The total sample size from this sub section onwards
is 442 instead of 446, as 4 subjects answered ’Don’t Know’ for ques-
tion 3. Therefore, it is impossible to know whethere these four
respondents detected or did not detect the phishing email. In total
278 out of the 442 or 62.9% of all respondents did not detect the
experiment condition as a phishing mail. By contrast, 37.1% of all
respondents detected the email as a phishing mail. The email with
the lowest detection rate is TCLgLy where 16% believed that the

email is a legitimate email from MTurk. Thus, the email with the
highest ranked believiability attained the lowest detection rate. The
experiment condition with the highest detection rate (i.e highest
number of people believing the email to be illegitimate), is LgLy
where 56.4% of the respondents believed that the email is not a
legitimate email from MTurk. Surprisingly, despite the implemen-
tation of factor C being unnoticeable (see Table 3), CLg and CLy
both have lower detection rates than LgLy with 50.9% and 54.2%
respectively. Furthermore, the detection rate of the least believable
email according our model, namely None is also lower than that of
LgLy with 50.8%. This indicates that simply having more factors on
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value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ may not necessary decrease the detection rate, even if
the phishing email is more believable according to our model.

Table 5 shows an overview of the results for all ORs for each
factor computed as described in Section 4.6. Of relevance here
is the first column (5a) which shows the OR and its significance
for detection. Table 5a shows that the factor T is the only factor
with a sufficiently low p-value to conclude that the detection rate
significantly changes depending on whether the factor has value
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ or 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . As the OR for T is 0.29, if T changes from ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to
𝑙𝑜𝑤 , the number of people who believe the email to be legitimate
decreases by four times. In other words, the detection rate increases
by four times. For all other factors, there is insufficient evidence to
suggest that the factor influences the detection rate.

Figure 5 shows several graphs where different rates such as
detection and reporting rate are plotted versus the theoretical be-
lievability for each experiment condition. The top-left section of
Figure 5 specifically shows the graph where the detection rate
(𝑃 (¬𝐿)) is plotted. From this, we find that in general less people
detect a phishing email as the believability of the mail increases.
Therefore, the detection rate decreases as phishing emails become
more believable.

5.3 Analysis of Reporting Intentions (RQ3)
6 shows an overview of the results relating to the reporting rate. In
total, 137 out of the 442 or 31% of all respondents showed an inten-
tion to report the email given in the questionnaire (see Table 6a).
The email with the highest reporting rate is Nonewhere almost half
of the respondents (49.2%) showed an intent to report that email.
Meanwhile, the email with the lowest reporting rate is TLg with
a reporting rate of 15.3% although TCLgLy has only a marginally
higher reporting rate (16.0%). Similar to detection, only factor T
has a sufficiently low p-value to conclude that the detection rate
significantly changes depending on whether the factor has value
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ or 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . As the OR for T is 2.77 (see Table 5a), if T changes
from ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 the reporting rate increases almost three times.
However, as the confidence level is quite wide (1.14 to 7.01), the
magnitude of the coefficient of the increase in reporting rate can
differ significantly.

The top-right graph in Figure 5 shows the reporting rate plotted
versus the believably of each experiment condition. The reporting
rate (𝑃 (𝑅)) decreases as the believability of a phishing email in-
creases. Since all but two points is within the confidence interval of
the linear line of fit, it is possible that the relationship between the
reporting rate and the believability of a phishing email is linear.

5.4 The Influence of Detection on the Reporting
Rate (RQ 4)

From the respondents who detected the mail shown in the ques-
tionnaire as a phishing email, about half (52.4%, see Table 6b) of
the respondents showed an intent to report. Interestingly, taking
aside TCLgLy, the reporting rate given that the respondent did de-
tect the email as a phishing mail does not seem to differ greatly,
taking ranges from 38.9% to 68.2%. The fact that TCLgLy has a
much lower reporting rate when respondents do detect the email
may be attributed to the low sample size (8 respondents) for re-
spondents who read TCLgLy and believed that this email was not

legitimate. The fact that the range of reporting rate when detecting
the email as a phishing mail is not very wide, suggests that the
reporting rate may not differ across different levels of believabil-
ity when an individual detects the mail. This suggestion is further
strengthened when considering each factor that compromises the
experiment conditions separately. Table 5b shows that no factor
has a sufficiently low p-value to conclude that reporting rate given
that one detects the email as a phishing mail changes when a factor
is changed from value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 . However the bottom-left graph
in Figure 5 displays a decreasing trend of the reporting rate given
detection (𝑃 (𝑅 |¬𝐿)) as the believability of the email increases. Yet,
if the outlier TCLgLy is removed from the data set, 𝑃 (𝑅 |¬𝐿) does
not have a decreasing trend, strengthening our initial suggestion
in this section.

Moreover, 47.6% (see Table 6b) of the respondents who detected
the email as a phishing mail, showed no intention to report. The
most common reason (covering 41.0% of responses) among this
group for having no intention to report is that they found reporting
too ’Time Consuming’. Additionally, 28.2% indicated that they do
not know how to report and hence would not report emails even
when believing that an email is a phishing email.

Interestingly, in total 18.3% (see Table 6c) of the respondents has
the intention to report an email despite believing it is a legitimate
email from MTurk. For some of our experiment conditions, such
as None and CLy, the proportion of individuals who report while
believing the email is legitimate is higher than a third (36.7% and
36.4% respectively). Additionally, the bottom-left graph in Figure 5
shows that the reporting rate of respondents who believe that their
email is legitimate (𝑃 (𝑅 |𝐿) decreases slightly as believiability in-
creases although with a much lower gradient than that of 𝑃 (𝑅) and
(𝑃¬𝐿). However, Table 5c shows that no factor has a sufficiently
low p-value to conclude that reporting rate given that the respon-
dent did not detect the email changes when a factor is changed
from value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 .

6 DISCUSSION
Characterization of the reporting group.Our findings show that
in contrast to real life reporting rates shown in past literature [11,
16], the percentage of people having the intent to report a phishing
email is much higher. The difference in reporting rates between our
study and in practice may be due to the fact that actually reporting
an email in practice takes more effort than reporting an email
by answering ’Likely’ or ’Extremely Likely’ on a questionnaire.
Therefore, many individuals may show an intent to report on the
questionnaire, yet not report when a similar incident happens in
real life. Moreover, despite the reporting rates in our research being
higher than other studies, the group of people having an intent
to report a phishing email is still quite small. Even our phishing
mail with the highest reporting rate did not achieve a reporting
rate of more than 50%. Furthermore, if we look at the reporting rate
throughout all of our experiment conditions not even a third has
intention to report an email while 37.1% detected the email as a
phishing email.

However, unlike intuition may suggest, the set of people wishing
to report their email is not a subset of the people who detected their
email as a phishing mail. For example, 18.3% of the individuals who
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Table 6: Response Count
The percentages shown under columns ’Legitimate’ and ’Not Legitimate’ are calculated from the total number of respondents within that row
who believed their email to be legitimate or illegitimate respectively, not the total respondents within that row. Furthermore, the largest count
for each row and categories are shown in bold.

6a: Overall (%) 6b: Not Legitimate (%) 6c: Legitimate (%)

Email Subjects Report Not Report Report Not Report Report Not Report

None 61 30(49.2) 31(50.8) 19(61.3) 12(38.7) 11(36.7) 19(63.3)
TC 59 17(28.8) 42(71.2) 9(52.9) 8(47.1) 8(19.0) 34(81.0)
TLg 59 9(15.3) 50(84.7) 8(53.3) 7(46.7) 1(2.3) 43(97.7)
TLy 73 16(21.9) 57(78.1) 7(38.9) 11(61.1) 9(16.4) 46(83.6)
CLg 53 18(34.0) 35(66.0) 14(51.9) 13(48.1) 4(15.4) 22(84.6)
CLy 48 20(41.7) 28(58.3) 12(46.2) 14(53.8) 8(36.4) 14(63.6)
LgLy 39 19(48.7) 20(51.3) 15(68.2) 7(31.8) 4(23.5) 13(76.5)
TCLgLy 50 8(16.0) 42(84.0) 2(25.0) 6(75.0) 6(14.3) 36(85.7)
Total 442 137(31.0) 305(69.0) 86(52.4) 78(47.6) 51(18.3) 227(81.7)

believed their email to be legitimate showed an intention to report
the email and almost half (47.6%) of the individuals who detected
their mail as a phishing attack showed no intention to report the
email. This suggests that the set of people who report emails and
the set of people who detect phishing emails, are two distinct sets.
These sets do have an overlap but are in no means equal or have
the relation where one is a subset of another.

The rationale given to report an email while believing that that
email is legitimate illustrates that reporting as a concept is often
misunderstood by individuals. Some tend to see reporting as a be-
havior to indicate that they are happy by the contents of the email.
For example, one subject who showed an intention to report while
believing the email is legitimate, gave the following rationale for
reporting: "It sounds so great, because i can get the payment as per
my wish from 3 days to 60 days". Meanwhile, some people may
report an email just to check whether it is legitimate. For exam-
ple a respondent who answered that they are likely to report the
email and are likely to believe the email is legitimate gave the fol-
lowing rationale for reporting: "just to get a clarification and see if
it is official". In practice such behavior may lead to a substantial
amount of false alarms, hindering the detection of actual phishing
campaigns. Therefore, our study suggests there may be a need to
raise awareness what the purpose of reporting is to individuals
such that the reporting mechanism can be used effectively to detect
targeted phishing campaigns. Additionally, there is a need make
the large group who do manage to detect the phishing email yet
show no intention to report, to change their behavior to report such
emails such that false alarms by individuals who misunderstand
reporting are diluted and to increase the chance of earlier detection
of phishing campaigns. Perhaps this can be achieved by raising
more awareness about the impact that reporting has or to provide
incentives such that individual who manage to detect phishing
emails will be more likely to report. If such incentives are provided
however, organizations have to implement it smartly in such a way
that individuals do not report all emails to claim their incentives.

Future research can focus on these possible methodologies to in-
crease the reporting rate without significantly increasing the false
positive rate of reported emails.

Effects of the believability of a phishing email to the report-
ing rate.Our results show that the believability of a phishing email,
can affect the reporting rate of an email. Since, the reporting rate
decreases linearly as phishing emails get more believable, the means
for the relevant departments to detect such phishing campaigns
become harder as well. This is especially problematic as technical
tools also tend to become less effective in detecting phishing emails
as the believability increases [16].

Furthermore, our results shows that not all factors contribute
equally to the overall decrease in reporting rate. Namely, the fac-
tor Technical has a significant contribution in the decrease, while
we found no evidence of Language and Tone, Context 3 and Lay-
out affecting the reporting rate of an email. This suggests that in
practice phishing campaigns utilizing spoofed email addresses will
have substantially lower reporting rates, making such emails much
harder to detect by the relevant IT personnel. If this is the case a
need arises for individuals to be able to detect phishing emails even
if the email address overlaps with the imitated sender.

As phishing emails with spoofed email addresses are much more
effective than other phishing emails from an attacker perspective,
future research could focus more in the area of spoofed phishing
emails. More specifically, future research could investigate effective
countermeasures to attackers utilizing spoofed email addresses, or
methodologies to effectively make individuals better at detecting
and reporting such mails.

6.1 Limitations
There are numerous limitations within our study. Firstly, our sam-
ple is based on Amazon Mechnical Turk workers (MTurkers) which
reside in the United States. Although literature suggests that U.S
3Note that the implementation of the Context was not significant as opposed to the
implementation of Language and Tone and Layout which was detected by the subjects.
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MTurkers are an acceptable representation of the U.S population
relevant to other forms of questionnaires [18], the MTurker popu-
lation in the US generally tends to be slightly younger and higher
educated than the average U.S citizen [17, 18]. Although it may be
the case that these people interact the most with phishing emails,
it was not in the scope of our study to investigate this. Therefore, it
is a possibility that our sample size does not represent the average
U.S citizen that occasionally interacts with a targeted phishing cam-
paign. However, what is even more problematic is that our sample
only accounts for U.S residents. As different cultures may have
different ways approaching cybersecurity problems and interacting
with potential phishing emails [2], our results may not apply for
countries other than the U.S.

Secondly, since our study utilized a questionnaire rather than
a real life phishing campaigns, we only measure whether the re-
spondents has an intention to report an email but not whether
they would actually report an email. We have not verified whether
respondents who showed an intent to report actually report emails
outside this questionnaire and hence we cannot guarantee that this
study effectively measures reporting rate in practice. Although,
we attempted to reduce biases in the questionnaire which could
disproportionately skew the responses from real life behavior, as
explained in Section 4.4, we did not measure whether such attempts
had an effect in reducing the potential biases for the respondents.
Furthermore, there may be a plethora of unaccounted biases which
cause the reporting behavior of individuals to be different than in
the questionnaire.

Thirdly, the factor Contextual has been incorrectly implemented
in our experiment and thus the results for the control questions
did not show significance for factor Contextual. Therefore, we
cannot strongly conclude that the effect of factor Contextual is
insignificant or not w.r.t to the decrease of the reporting rate. The
wrongful implementation of this factor is due to the fact that the
’new feature’ that we wanted to introduce while impersonating
MTurk in our emails, was already introduced recently in reality
without our knowledge. Therefore, there was little difference in the
factor Contexual being 𝑙𝑜𝑤 and ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. It may very well be possible
that if the factor Contextual has been correctly implemented that
this factor has an influence on the reporting rate. Therefore, within
this study we can only strongly conclude what effects Technical,
Language and Tone and Layout has on the reporting rate as a whole.

Finally, there is an underlying assumption in our experiment that
the effects of the four factors (T, C, Lg and Ly) are independent from
each other. In other words, we assume that when one factor changes
from ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 or vice versa, that the effects of the other factors
stay equal. However, this is a strong assumption which may not
necessary be true. For example, it could be the case that individuals
notice ’cues’ like bad grammar and wrong spelling easier, when a
line break is added after the wrongfully spelled word. In this case,
changing Ly to 𝑙𝑜𝑤 could change the strength of factor Lg without
any modification to the implementation of Lg. Possibilities of such
effects could be researched in future works to understand the extent
of this limitation in our work.

6.2 Threats to Validity
Construct Validity. Our experiment connects the concept of be-
lievability to four factors, T, C, Lg and Ly. However, we do not test
whether believability from a target’s perspective is tied to those
four factors, and hence it is a possibility that actual believability
is not as strongly related to these factors unlike what this paper
suggests. Furthermore, even if these four factors are the core of
the concept of believably, it is possible that the treatments applied
in the experiment do not correspond with those four factors. For
example, as discussed in Section 6.1, the treatment related to C did
not correspond with the actual intent of implementing factor C.
Additionally, we cannot examine if our subjects have read the email
in the survey before answering their questions. To mitigate this,
we rejected all respondents who answered the questionnaire under
90 seconds, meaning that all our respondents put in sufficient time
to answer the questionnaire.
Internal Validity. We have assumed the independence of the four
factors in our model to estimate the believability of an email. How-
ever, it is unlikely that these four factors are completely independent
from each other and thus this assumption is too strong. This means
that the estimated believability of our experiment conditions in
our results do not exactly represent true believability of that email,
as dependencies of factors may make an email even more or less
believable. Additionally, when collecting data we split responses
of questions using five-point Likert scale in two categories as ex-
plained in Section 4.2. Here the response ’neutral’ is categorized
as a negative response, because we interpreted that being neutral
towards a likelihood of undertaking an action (e.g reporting) would
mean that the respondent is more likely to be indecisive. Since be-
ing indecisive more often results in an action not being undertaken,
the response ’neutral ’is counted as a negative response. However,
respondents may understand ’neutral’ as a positive reponse which
challenges our internal validity. Therefore, some of the data in our
experiment categorized as a negative response may be a positive
response if the respondent interprets neutral in such a way.
External Validity. The sample consists of experienced MTurkers,
who are based in the U.S. Considering that MTurkers on average
are slightly younger, and higher educated than the average person,
our results may not generalize to older people or people who do not
use technology on a regular basis. Additionally, as our sample is U.S
based, our results may not generalize to the rest of the world where
interpretations of emails may be different [2], and thus where our
treatments in our experiment may not apply in the same magnitude
as our experiment.

7 CONCLUSION
Our research shows that the relationship between the reporting
rate and the believability of a phishing email is a decreasing re-
lationship without any evidence of inflection points. This finding
suggests that it is possible to assume lower reporting rates for more
sophisticated phishing attacks in countermeasures utilizing report-
ing mechanisms. Additionally, our results highlight that reporting
rates are much higher when individuals are able to detect the phish-
ing email. This suggests that increasing the ability of individuals
to detect phishing mails contribute to a degree to higher reporting
rates. However, our results also show that reporting is still often
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misunderstood, and thus one may not be able to blindly follow
the reporting of individuals until the concept of reporting phish-
ing email is better understood by society. Furthermore, our results
highlight the power of spoofed emails addresses in impacting the
reporting rate but also the detection rate of the email. The effect of
spoofed email addresses is significantly greater than effects from
other factors may have such as layout and language. This suggests
that further research may be needed to focus on and effectively
counter spoofed phishing emails.
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Table 7: Appendix: Experiment Treatments
B=Baseline, T=Technical, C=Contextual, Lg=Language and Tone, Ly=Layout

The table below shows the treatments done for each factor on the baseline, to change a factor from value ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ to 𝑙𝑜𝑤. Note that as the experiment uses fractional factorial design, the specific
changes shown for a factor in the table are never implemented alone, rather combinations of the treatments shown in the table have been implemented for the experiment. The parts that

have been deleted from the baseline is denoted by striking through the deleted parts. The parts that have been added on top of the baseline is shown in bold text.

Factor Email

B

T

C

Lg

Ly
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